UNCLE SAM IS GETTING READY FOR BUSINESS!

THE PRICE FIGHTER

Is Already Firmly Established in Business!

Spain can't bluff Uncle Sam; he won't run; neither will The Price Fighter. All kinds of combinations are being formed by the war-price people, but they can't make us quit. We have come to stay.

Buy 'Em Right, Add 10 Per Cent., Sell 'Em Quick.

One price only! Cash only! No leaders! No bids! No catch! Everything in house marked in plain figures, for we have nothing to conceal. "Honesty is the best policy." It is right against might, but right will prevail.

We Have Been Discovered By the Bargain Seekers!

from a thoroughly reliable house, a house that guarantees every article that leaves its doors and never questions your ability to make good and careful use of what you buy. Trade with John I. Winter The Price Fighter and thereby

PURCHASE FURNITURE AND MACHINES!

furniture store where the good old adage, "Truth is mighty and will prevail," is being fulfilled. Don't go into the sidehouse when you can go into the main circus tent at a less price. Buy your

MARCH, 1895.

The best way to get rid of a bad law is to vote it out of office. Uncle Sam is a very bad law, and it doesn't look exactly fair to the young Republicans to keep one man in office longer than any other.

The latest news is passing the name of Colonel Frank Conn of the plans for Congressional houses. Colonel Conn is a good man in fact, but the Republicans have a number of good men who would make model Congressmen.

The information of the Central is that all polls are being carefully watched for the National defense bill. The information is, however, incorrect. The election will be by volunteer order throughout the state. No one is to be offered for the office of Congress.

Mr. Jacob Wittenbealer.

"How in war does war come about?" once was asked a minister this week. "Easily by a cannon shot," was the reply. This country did go to war once to adopt a revolution. How the fighting began without legislative permission The Civil War opened with the firing on Fort Sumter.

Spanish-War-Spain will begin. It is now certain that Spain will go in, within a month, as a combatting member of the British Empire. So far as known, the visible result of the resulting explosion of the naval power of the British Navy, when the new navy is completed and the long, slow, and costly preparations made to train her, will be the overturning of the 8-inch guns of the Spanish fleet. It will not be for many years that a Spanish fleet will be able to withstand so powerful a adversary. Spain is not yet ready for battle. We have had several battles in the West Indies and the Atlantic, but these are not as well known as the battles that have been fought in the Mediterranean. We will give the hundred dollars for any offer to buy. The advertisement will be inserted in the New York Commercial Advertiser.

The BATTLE-SHIP KENTUCKY.

The name of the Grand Old Commonwealth Launched Yesterday, with Governor Bradlye's Handsome Daughter as her Sponsor.

The name of the Grand Old Commonwealth was given to the Kentucky. It was given in honor of the Grand Old Commonwealth. The name of the Grand Old Commonwealth was given to the Kentucky. It was given in honor of the Grand Old Commonwealth. The name of the Grand Old Commonwealth was given to the Kentucky. It was given in honor of the Grand Old Commonwealth.